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Task Force Goal:

• Foster international scientific cooperation to 
improve understanding of intercontinental 
transport of air pollution across the Northern 
Hemisphere

• How do changes in emissions in one part of the 
world affect air quality in other parts of the world? 

• How do extra-regional emissions affect human and 
ecosystem health within a given region? 
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HTAP2:  A Suite of Cooperative Experiments
• 2010 Global Emissions Inventory, 2010 meteorology, ~15 global models
• Examined response of 20% reduction in anthropogenic emissions from one 

source region on air quality in the other source regions
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• Of the ~15 models that participated in HTAP2, 10 included a treatment of 
aerosols

• Stjern et al., used these experiments to assess the impact of a 20% 
reduction in all anthropogenic emissions from one source region on levels 
of black carbon (BC), organic aerosols (OA) and sulphate (SO4) everywhere 
else (including in the region where the emissions reduction was applied)

• From these BC, OA and SO4 model outputs, they estimated the effect of 
reducing emissions on radiative forcing (RF) from the direct aerosol effect

• Does not include indirect aerosol effects (clouds) or effects of deposition 
(snow albedo). 
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Black Carbon Organic Aerosol Sulphur Dioxide

Source-Receptor Regions Analyzed

C.W. Stjern et al., 2016
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Results
• In most cases, the local 

influence dominates

• But, emission reductions in 
south (SAS) and east Asia (EAS) 
have substantial impacts on the 
radiative budget of all 
investigated receptor regions, 
especially for black carbon (BC)

• For North America, BC emission 
controls on east Asia (EAS) 
sources are more important 
than domestic mitigation
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Source Attribution – total deposition

▪ Only 3 models saved total OA deposition, so it is not shown here

▪ Models are more similar in total deposition than in surface concentrations (except one model in some cases)

▪ Depositions in the source regions are generally dominated by regional pollution sources except SO4 in EUR

▪ Over the Arctic, NH mid-lat non-BB anthropogenic source contributes to no more than half of the total deposition
7

Note: biomass burning (FIR) source attribution only available in GO, G5, and SP. 

For other models, contribution from FIR is included in “Other” sources

From: Chin 2017 Presentation to TF HTAP Meeting, North Carolina

For O3, HTAP2 has also examined 
different methods for source attribution:

2/11/14

• Emissions Sensitivity (i.e., 20% reductions)
• Adjoint Modeling
• Chemical Species Tagging
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Key Messages

2/11/14

• Intercontinental transport of ozone dominates over 
intercontinental transport of particulate matter (PM)

• Background ozone is very sensitive to methane concentration

Seasonal cycle of surface ozone: Europe
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Annual Average Surface O3 Change 2010-2050
based on parameterizations of HTAP2 ensemble

Future Scenarios

Turnock, ACP Special Issue
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Regional and Extra-Regional Components of Change in Europe

Future Scenarios

• CLE: O3 in Europe will 
decrease as a result of 
European and (mainly) 
North American air 
pollution legislation. 
Increasing CH4 will more 
than offset other emissions 
decreases after 2030.

• CLIM: Decreased CH4

emissions and cobenefits 
from the energy sector will 
help to stabilize the O3

concentrations after 2030.

• MTFR: Enhanced 
technologies inside and 
outside Europe will 
decrease emissions of O3

precursors, including CH4, 
and have strong benefits for 
air quality.  

Turnock, ACP Special Issue

Regional and Extra-Regional Components of Change in S Asia

Future Scenarios

• CLE: O3 in South Asia will 
strongly grow as a 
function of local air 
pollutant emissions.

• CLIM: Climate policies 
will decrease O3 through 
co-benefits on local air 
emissions and 
decreasing CH4

emissions. 

• MTFR: Clean 
technologies in South 
Asia and elsewhere, and 
global decreases in CH4

emissions all contribute 
substantially to 
decreased O3, with large 
benefits for health and 
crop production.

Turnock, ACP Special Issue
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Next Steps: HTAP3

2/11/14

1) Updated Harmonized Global Emission Inventory

• Global Emissions Mosaic Update (HTAPv3)

• GEIA Meeting, Chile, November 2019 15-17 April 2020

• How might we address agricultural burning?

2) Improve our understanding of the relationship between global methane emissions, 
intercontinental transport of ozone and human and ecosystem health
• Workshop, Edinburgh, 22-24 April 2020, with TOAR, ICP Veg, AQMEII, MICS, 

CCAC/UNEP …

3) Continued Development of the openFASST Tool 

• For Global Scenario Analysis and Uncertainty Assessment

• Could agricultural burning mitigation as a scenario option?

4) Foster discussion/scientific work on the following topics:

• Extra-Regional Attribution of O3, PM Trends for Gothenburg Review 

• Impacts of Shipping

• Taking Stock of Progress in Other Forums, Identifying Policy Relevant Needs
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